Is edge information for stereoacuity spatially channeled?
Models of stereopsis generally assume that binocular correspondence is achieved through alignment of luminance edges in the two eyes. Yet the stimulus properties which constitute edge information for stereopsis have not been defined. Three experiments explored the nature of these stimulus properties. The first two experiments tested whether local luminance gradient and the relative phase of spatial components supply information about the position of edges which influences stereosensitivity. In Expt 1, stereothresholds were reduced with increased spatial frequency or contrast of sinusoidal luminance gratings, but no simple relationship between target luminance gradient and stereosensitivity was found. In Expt 2, stereothresholds were equivalent for targets having identical spatial frequency components, but differing in maximum luminance gradient and the relative spatial phase of their components. In addition, stereothresholds were lower for the target having the higher contrast in pairs of unequal-contrast targets having equal maximum luminance gradients. These results suggest that the properties of luminance gradient and relative spatial phase do not influence stereosensitivity independently of spatial frequency and contrast. Experiment 3 directly tested whether stereosensitivity depends on edge information whose disparity is detected independently at different spatial scales. Stereothresholds for IF + 5F compound targets were found to be equivalent to thresholds obtained separately with the more sensitive of the two components. Taken together with a compressive nonlinearity in the relationship between contrast and stereothreshold obtained by others (Halpern and Blake, 1989; Legge and Gu, 1989) and replicated in Expt 1, the results of Expt 3 indicate that, whatever the exact nature of the luminance discontinuity information utilized in disparity detection, it is processed independently at different spatial scales.